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The originally named Canadian band NQ Arbuckle is one of the most esteemed purveyors of 

the (alt.) country rock/prairie rock genre. After a much-too-long hiatus of six years, the 

Toronto quintet surrounding band leader (and namesake) Neville Quinlan presents their fourth 

album. The Future Happens Anyway is their European debut on Blue Rose Records. Chock 

full of excellent song material, passionate playing and their leading man’s strong vocal 

performances the album effortlessly follows its highly acclaimed precursors The Last Supper 

In A Cheap Town (2005) and XOK (2008) while also highlighting the band’s development. 

 

When speaking of the Canadian version of quintessentially American roots music based in 

country, folk, blues and rock’n’roll – often entitled CanAmericana –, Blue Rodeo, The Sadies 

or Blackie & The Rodeo Kings are often mentioned, as well the giants of Canadian music like 

The Band, Gordon Lightfoot or Neil Young. While NQ Arbuckle are one of the most beloved 

and respected bands of the genre in their native country (winner of numerous Juno awards), 

driving fans in droves to their soulful live shows or into record stores for their new album - 

outside of Canada they are still something of an insiders’ tip.  

 

Regardless of the musical excellence of bassist/producer John Dinsmore, brothers Peter (lead 

guitar & other string instruments) and Mark Kesper (drums) - who have been playing together 

for more than ten years now - and new pianist/keyboarder Jason Sniderman, frontman Neville 

Quinlan is the band’s clear focal point. With his versatile, charismatic, raspy voice he can 

cover a lot of ground between Richard Buckner, Josh Ritter, Bruce Cockburn and Bruce 

Springsteen. He delivers thoughtful, desperate ballads as convincingly as driving, passionate 

rockers.  

 

Constantly building story rock like 'Back To Earth', 'Death' and 'Hot Shot' are classic NQA 

material just like the country twang of ‘Red Wine’ or the shimmering prairie folk of ‘Art 

O’Leary’. The yearning ballad 'I Wish That My Sadness Would Make You Change' is self-

explanatory – with its exquisite harmony vocals and weeping pedal steel adding drama, it 

could be the break-up song of the year. There’s not much solace to be found, either, in ‘Panic 

Pure’, a moving cover of one of the late great Vic Chestnutt’s most important songs. Then 

again, ‘Hospitals’ and ‘Life Boat’ with their riff-rocking drive and blue collar attitude are 

clearly reminiscent of the E Street Band – both could be radio hits! ‘Rotary Phone’ is a great 

cinematic hymn with a rhythm section in The Band tradition and beautiful electric guitar 

stylings by Peter Kesper and guest Luke Doucet. ‘The Civil War Is Over’ sounds like Tom 

Joad-era Springsteen and ‘Sleepy Wife’, a dramatic, piano-dominated ballad ends the album 

on a half-hopeful note “lie is better than death.” 

 

Besides Luke Doucet and his wife Melissa McClelland (of the duo Whitehorse), there are 

other musical guests from Elliott Brood, Great Lake Swimmers, Wooden Sky contributing to 

this exquisite album which has come together over the last four years. NQ Arbuckle are back 

on the CanAmericana map! 

  


